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5S�Workplace�Organization

X-Ray�Repair�Planning®Process Mapping and 

Problem Solving

R A P I D  I M P R O V E M E N T  W O R K S H O P S

X-Ray Repair Planning® 
ELIMINATING FUTURE REPAIR DELAYS THROUGH 
EFFECTIVE PLANNING PROCESSES 
X-Ray�Repair�Planning®�is�a�key�front�end�process�for�creating�continuous�repair�flow�through� a 
collision repair center. This on-the-shop-floor workshop is effective at helping organizations 
get past the day to day obstacles which prevent proper execution. It will teach you the skills 
necessary to break free of the common implementation problems faced by many repair 
organizations while the team identifies the critical resources, structure, communication tools, 
and flow for repair planning excellence. Participants will learn the key elements of repair 
planning and make critical decisions for what needs to occur, how it will occur, when it will be 
done, and where things take place.

Lean for Collision
Re-Engineering the Processes for 
Success, Today and in the Future

Today’s rapidly changing collision industry 
offers significant opportunities for the 

collision center that is equipped with the 
knowledge, expertise and commitment to 

evolve with emerging trends and meet the 
challenge of change head on. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND    Shop Owners, Shop Managers, Technicians, Staff

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS   Completion of MVP Green Belt and readiness to implement 
changes. PPG or Nexa Autocolor® customer is eligible

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVE   Get�more�work�done�and�QUICKER�than�you�thought�
possible in reaching your future state

WORKSHOP LENGTH  1 to 3 days depending upon the scope and type of target work

TOPICS COVERED

WORKSHOP SIZE   6�to�8�shop�participants

Rapid Improvement
Workshops

Rapid Improvement, it’s about
getting things done

A Rapid Improvement Workshop is a technique 
for quickly and effectively getting things done. 
During a Rapid Improvement Workshop you 
and your team will be lead by a MVP Black Belt 
facilitator through an on-the-floor workshop. 
Immediate results are realized through a 
hands-on effort, working directly on a planned 
scope project moving quickly from the Current 
State to a Future State.

A key focus of the Rapid Improvement 
Workshop is to teach the Leadership/Lean 
Champions at the shop how to use the 
technique enabling them to facilitate future, 
events on their own. PPG’s MVP program offers 
a variety of Rapid Improvement Workshops as 
well as custom on-site consulting services. 

•�Who�should�participate
•�How�to�make�time�available
•�Planning�the�scope�of�work,�where�to�start�and�how�much�to�do
•�How�to�determine�the�time�necessary�based�on�the�scope
•�The�appropriate�level�of�preparation�training
•�Current�and�Future�State�work�to�involve�those�participating
•�Executing�the�Rapid�Improvement�Workshop
•�Gaining�full�participation�and�engagement
•�Assigning�and�managing�tasks…�getting�things�done
•�Workshop�report-out�to�Leadership
•�Follow-up
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